Class 3
Summer Term 2022

PE
Team games
Swimming

English
Can use most punctuation
accurately – full stop, capital
letters, question mark,
exclamation mark, comma,

Plastic bottle flowers
RE
What is Pentecost?

Make a waste garden Recycling song

What do Christians do at this important time?

Learn it

What do Jewish people believe and how do they

Add music
celebrate
the festivals of Pesach and Hanukah?
Sing different par
Whit Friday

MFL – Spanish

Fruit
I like, don’t like
Numbers to 31
Jungle animals

Computing
Create and debug algorithms to draw regular
polygons using the repeat command block

Extend the range of sentences

Draw shapes with spaces between using

wider range of conjunctions

Pen-up, pen-down (turtle logo)

Fractions of a set of objects
Fractions of a set of objects
Equivalent fractions

Can describe and explain how pollination and

Add fractions

seed formation occur.

Subtract fractions

Can describe and explain the different ways
seeds are dispersed.

O’clock and half past Quarter past and
quarter to

Forces

Months and years Hours in a day

Push & pull

Telling the time to 5 minutes Telling the time
to the minute

Magnets
Attract & Repel

Add music
Sing different parts

(when, if, because, although)

History

Art

Collage and painting techniques

. Fractions on a number line

Plants

Learn it

with more than 1 clause by using a

Change and alter the pen settings (Scratch

Maths

Science

apostrophe

Music
Recycling song

Using a.m. and p.m. 24-hour clock

Pupils can improve their painting
techniques and demonstrate
creativity.

Local history – Standedge tunnel
Geography

Artist Study-Trevor Grimshaw

Using maps – following a map, drawing a

River bank Sculptures

sketch map.

Pupils can improve their painting
techniques and demonstrate
creativity

Locate school, houses, local landmarks etc
Physical Geography
Visit the river near the garden centre.

PSHCE
Jigsaw



Ways to keep healthy
(Balancing the right foods, exercise)

Pupils can describe and understand key
aspects of human geography e.g. types of
settlement and land use.

